
Bridge Woods Field Archery Club
7  th   October NFAS Open Shoot

“ If you build it they will come”“ If you build it they will come”

They arrived not knowing what to expect, early morning chill in the air butThey arrived not knowing what to expect, early morning chill in the air but
competitors lined up to produce cards, check equipment and wait for thecompetitors lined up to produce cards, check equipment and wait for the

off, bacon sandwiches, mugs of hot tea and deep thoughts ofoff, bacon sandwiches, mugs of hot tea and deep thoughts of
concentration.  33 Archers had booked places at our shoot 31 turned up toconcentration.  33 Archers had booked places at our shoot 31 turned up to

shoot.shoot.

Archers briefing given the walk out can begin, off they go to their assignedArchers briefing given the walk out can begin, off they go to their assigned
pegs and then the hooter goes and the arrows begin to fly. The noise ofpegs and then the hooter goes and the arrows begin to fly. The noise of
arrows hitting targets and trees can be heard through the woodlands,arrows hitting targets and trees can be heard through the woodlands,

walking around the courses observing archers concentrating and discussingwalking around the courses observing archers concentrating and discussing
their shots.their shots.

First course finished and in for lunch, “ was it one or two TowerFirst course finished and in for lunch, “ was it one or two Tower
Burgers ?”  Food eaten followed by tea and cake. Feeling sleepy some ofBurgers ?”  Food eaten followed by tea and cake. Feeling sleepy some of

them could have done with an afternoon nap, but the second coursethem could have done with an afternoon nap, but the second course
beckons, back out they walk to take on the second part of the shoot.beckons, back out they walk to take on the second part of the shoot.

Everyone finished, raffle tickets sold the wait begins, discussions aboutEveryone finished, raffle tickets sold the wait begins, discussions about
what could have been  are taking place, counting the cost of lost, brokenwhat could have been  are taking place, counting the cost of lost, broken

arrows, more tea and cake anyone??arrows, more tea and cake anyone??

Thanks all round for the catering team, where's the field officer?  Thanks all round for the catering team, where's the field officer?  
Thanks and appreciation shown to him.Thanks and appreciation shown to him.

                                 Congratulations all medal winners.                                 Congratulations all medal winners.

We may be a small club, but we know how to set a testing course, comingWe may be a small club, but we know how to set a testing course, coming
back next back next year ??year ??



BRIDGE WOODS FIELD ARCHERY CLUB

NFAS SHOOT 7th OCTOBER 2018

CLUB
COURSE

1
COURSE

2 TOTALS SPOTS

PV
Bob Taylor Holmbush 110 158 268

B/B
John Barcroft Senlac 380 420 800 8
Paul Skippings Copra 354 398 752 8
Andrew Lehane Independent 316 320 636 1
Ian Taylor Independent 262 306 568 2

LB  Mens
Ben Knight Copra 292 302 594 1
Gerry Tierney Company of 60 342 248 590 1
Alberto 
Martinelli Independent 280 296 576 2
Martin Sutton 198 230 428 1

LB Ladies
Clair Parfit TFA 202 236 438 0

HT – Mens
Steve Dixon Invicta 362 334 696 5
Stewart 
Stephenson Magic Dragon 328 366 694 1
Mark Evans Independent 634
Tim Seed Invicta 250 330 580 1
Antal Dobondi Company of 60 224 270 494 2
Roger De-
Buriatte Invicta 196 262 458 0
Peter Eldridge Copra 176 214 390 1
Laszlo Varga Independent 202 178 380 1

HT – Ladies
Sam De-Buriatte Invicta 266 274 540 1
Jan Seed Invicta 148 344 492 0



UL - Mens
Stewart Fenwick Independent 434 414 848 14

TBH - Mens

Mark Stockton
Archers of

Battle 368 342 710 4
Josh Taylor Independent 264 328 592 2
Adrian Mercer Magic Dragon 156 232 388 2

TBH – Ladies
Linda Lehane Independent 244 220 464 2
Peta Stockton Company of 60 188 158 346

TBH – Cub

Seb Stockton
Archers of

Battle 344 386 730 7

AFB – Mens
Adam Browning Aurora 278 326 604 3


